Wardens of the Great Spirit Theme Posse

In a WARRIOR NATION Force, instead of a Faction Posse, Raven Spirit may take this Theme Posse.

When a Spirit Apparition in this Posse is in Reserve, you may add +1 to their Reserve Checks. A single maximum sized Plains Warrior unit gains the Totemic rule (See Raven Spirit for rule details). Raven Spirit is the only unit with the BOSS Trait permitted in this Posse.

1: Alcon the Sky Spirit or a Warrior Nation Hands unit
2: A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or Hands unit.
3: A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or Spirit Support unit.
4: A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or Spirit Support unit.
5: Up to two Warrior Nation Hands units or Support units.
6: Up to two Warrior Nation Face or Support units.